Date

Time

Series Name

EP.

Synopsis
A retired businesswoman decides to write her own
obituary and a young journalist takes up the task of
finding out the truth.

01/09/2018

00:30:00

THE LAST WORD
Franklin attempts to reinforce that business comes first
when an employee steps out of line. Teddy and Matt run
into some unexpected company when trying to get their
business back on track.

01/09/2018

02:20:00

Snowfall

7
On the run after the New Gods' show of force, Shadow
and Mr. Wednesday seek safe haven with one of Mr.
Wednesday's oldest friends, Vulcan, God of the Fire
and the Forge.

01/09/2018

03:15:00

American Gods

6
Her brief reunion with Shadow over far too quickly,
Laura turns to an unlikely travel companion to find her
way back to life, and back to Shadow. Mad Sweeney's
long, winding, and often tragic past is explored.

01/09/2018

04:10:00

American Gods

7
As word of his grandson’s kidnapping spreads, J. Paul
Getty sends his trusted fixer Fletcher Chace to Rome to
investigate the mysterious disappearance.

01/09/2018

05:05:00

Trust

2
The drama has come full circle with the players back at
the place where it all began: the Bridge of the Americas.
Marco pleads with Tate, who is threatening to blow
them all up and time is running out for Gus.

01/09/2018

06:05:00

The Bridge

11
Sonya uses Linder's latest problem to repair her
relationship with Marco; Charlotte forms an unlikely
alliance.

01/09/2018

06:50:00

The Bridge

12
Sonya and Marco search for a missing girl. Charlotte
meets someone who knows too much about her new
business venture. Marco makes a decision that could
change everything.

01/09/2018

07:40:00

The Bridge

13

A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.
01/09/2018

08:30:00

Shut Eye

8
As Fonso fights to save his daughter from an arranged
marriage, Charlie and Linda arrive at a crossroads after
coming across a corpse, receiving a shocking
confession, and noticing Eduardo’s sudden turn.

01/09/2018

09:15:00

Shut Eye

9
Charlie and Linda attempt their most ambitious con at
Drina and Little Tony's wedding. But a surprising
alliance and a haunting new vision bring about a
shocking conclusion…

01/09/2018

10:05:00

Shut Eye

10
Hot young stand-up comic Floyd Mooney is poised to
jump to the next level of fame. A damning racial
encounter between Floyd and a powerful film producer
goes viral, Floyd finds an exciting new opportunity.

01/09/2018

10:50:00

White Famous

1
Fresh off the set of Molested!, Malcolm pushes a
reluctant Floyd to commit to his next project – a racebased prestige series, helmed by an eccentric director.

01/09/2018

11:25:00

White Famous

2
A small town loner and a rebellious punk rocker
unexpectedly fall in love as they are forced on the run
and soon discover violence follows them everywhere.

01/09/2018

01/09/2018

12:00:00

13:40:00

VINCENT N
ROXXY
A suicidal American befriends a Japanese man lost in a
mysterious forest near Mt. Fuji known as the Sea of
Trees. As they begin their journey of reflection, they
search for a way out.

THE SEA OF
TREES

Carrie is living with Franny in New York, working as an
advocate for Muslim Americans. Dar and Saul brief
President-elect Keane. Quinn struggles with his new
circumstances.
01/09/2018

15:30:00

Homeland

1
Carrie and Reda fight for their client, while Quinn
struggles against his new life. Saul and Dar suspect
Keane has a secret.

01/09/2018

16:25:00

Homeland

2
Saul goes to Abu Dhabi. Carrie delivers bad news.
Quinn senses something.

01/09/2018

17:25:00

Homeland

3

01/09/2018

18:20:00

THE TRIBES OF
PALOS VERDES

01/09/2018

20:05:00

Ray Donovan

01/09/2018

21:00:00

CARRIE PILBY

01/09/2018

22:40:00

When teenage Medina moves with her family to the
picture-postcard perfect paradise of Palos Verdes,
California, they seem headed for a happy new chapter
in their lives. But old troubles soon catch up to them.

1

Ray begins court-ordered anger management after a
family tragedy sparks a bar fight.^Mickey, Bunchy and
Daryll prepare for Terry and Maureen’s wedding.
Bridget looks up^a mysterious acquaintance in New
York.
Carrie Pilby is a 19-year old genius, a year out of
Harvard, struggling to make sense of the world as it
relates to morality, relationships, sex and leaving her
apartment.
A suicidal American befriends a Japanese man lost in a
mysterious forest near Mt. Fuji known as the Sea of
Trees. As they begin their journey of reflection, they
search for a way out.

THE SEA OF
TREES

Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.
02/09/2018

00:30:00

Who is America?

7
Franklin attempts to reinforce that business comes first
when an employee steps out of line. Teddy and Matt run
into some unexpected company when trying to get their
business back on track.

02/09/2018

01:05:00

Snowfall

7
On the eve of war, Mr. Wednesday must recruit one
more Old God: Ostara, ne Easter, Goddess of the
Dawn, but winning her over will require making a good
impression, and that is where Mr. Nancy comes in.

02/09/2018

02:00:00

American Gods

8

02/09/2018

03:05:00

Penny Dreadful

1

02/09/2018

04:00:00

Penny Dreadful

2

London 1891. As the police investigate a series of
gruesome murders, renowned explorer Sir Malcolm
Murray (Timothy Dalton) and the strangely beautiful
Vanessa Ives (Eva Green) know there’s something
darker at play.
In pursuit of answers, Vanessa and Sir Malcolm attend
a party at the home of Egyptologist Sir Ferdinand Lyle ,
where they encounter the mysteriously beautiful Dorian
Gray.
Roy’s lack of improvement puts Goldie in a tight spot.
Arnie is forced to bow out of a gig with Edgar. Bill’s
frustration with Goldie builds.

02/09/2018

04:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

9

When the body of a cartel member is found on US soil,
Sonya Cross from El Paso PD and her Mexican
counterpart, Marco Ruiz, must work together to solve
the case.
02/09/2018

06:00:00

The Bridge

1
A bizarre killing attracts attention on both sides of the
border. Frye & Adriana find more than they bargained
for with their first lead. Eleanor enlists the help of a
young boy.

02/09/2018

06:55:00

The Bridge

2
Sonya & Marco make an unsettling discovery as they
continue to track Eleanor. Charlotte's business takes a
hit. Eva & Linder are reunited.

02/09/2018

07:45:00

The Bridge

3
As a new vision convinces Charlie to return the money
he and Linda stole from the Marks family, Rita makes a
deal to avoid being charged with a rival’s murder.

02/09/2018

08:25:00

Shut Eye

1

02/09/2018

09:20:00

Shut Eye

2

02/09/2018

10:10:00

Shut Eye

3

02/09/2018

11:00:00

White Famous

3

02/09/2018

11:35:00

White Famous

4

While Charlie bargains to free himself from the Ranko
family’s control, Linda looks to Dr. White for help
understanding his visions. Rita uses her
granddaughter’s marriage to gain information about the
Ranko clan.
Linda looks for comfort in memories of her late girlfriend
while Dr. White enlists a spiritual advisor to help Charlie.

Floyd’s commitment to Angry Black wavers after
learning Sadie’s new boyfriend has been cast as his costar. Malcolm must go head-to-head with a sexy rival
from his past as she attempts to poach all of his clients
from him.
Floyd receives an unwelcome invitation to a dinner party
hosted by Peter and Amy, where secrets from the
couple’s philandering past threaten to resurface.

When their children’s misbehavior sends Floyd, Sadie,
Peter and Amy to the principal’s office of Trevor’s
exclusive new private school, it’s Floyd, not Trevor, who
lands in hot water.
02/09/2018

12:10:00

White Famous

5
A retired businesswoman decides to write her own
obituary and a young journalist takes up the task of
finding out the truth.

02/09/2018

12:45:00

THE LAST WORD

Carrie Pilby is a 19-year old genius, a year out of
Harvard, struggling to make sense of the world as it
relates to morality, relationships, sex and leaving her
apartment.
02/09/2018

14:35:00

CARRIE PILBY
Carrie handles her client. Saul's trip takes a turn. Quinn
investigates.

02/09/2018

16:15:00

Homeland

4
Keane gets sidelined. Carrie's work follows her home.

02/09/2018

17:10:00

Homeland

5
As Carrie follows a lead, Saul meets an old friend.
Keane takes a stand.

02/09/2018

18:00:00

Homeland

6
Roy’s lack of improvement puts Goldie in a tight spot.
Arnie is forced to bow out of a gig with Edgar. Bill’s
frustration with Goldie builds.

02/09/2018

18:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

9
As word of his grandson’s kidnapping spreads, J. Paul
Getty sends his trusted fixer Fletcher Chace to Rome to
investigate the mysterious disappearance.

02/09/2018

19:55:00

Trust

2
A chronicle of the childhood of a post-World War I
leader.

02/09/2018

21:00:00

THE CHILDHOOD
OF A LEADER
In 1951, Marcus, a working-class Jewish student from
New Jersey, attends a small Ohio college, where he
struggles with sexual repression and cultural
disaffection, amid the ongoing Korean War.

02/09/2018

22:55:00

INDIGNATION
Roy’s lack of improvement puts Goldie in a tight spot.
Arnie is forced to bow out of a gig with Edgar. Bill’s
frustration with Goldie builds.

03/09/2018

00:45:00

I'm Dying Up Here

9
Still unaware of the real reason behind Angry Black’s
cancellation, a coked-out Teddy seeks Floyd’s help in
winning back the rights to his project.

03/09/2018

01:50:00

White Famous

6

Floyd turns to Malcolm and Balls for advice after
catching Robbie in a compromising position with a costar. Meanwhile, Sadie’s patience with Floyd wears thin.
03/09/2018

02:25:00

White Famous

7
Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer

03/09/2018

03:00:00

White Famous

8
Marco gains a new ally while discovering the true extent
of Fausto’s reach. Sonya and Marco investigate a
disruption at a local bank and Charlotte and Ray
contemplate their future.

03/09/2018

03:35:00

The Bridge

4
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

03/09/2018

04:25:00

The Bridge

5
As Carrie follows a lead, Saul meets an old friend.
Keane takes a stand.

03/09/2018

05:10:00

Homeland

6
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

03/09/2018

06:00:00

Homeland

7
As Linda encounters a stumbling block in her plan to
use Gina’s old apartment for refuge, Rita looks to help
her granddaughter avoid consummating her marriage.

03/09/2018

06:55:00

Shut Eye

4
Charlie finds himself in uncomfortable territory when he
tries to rescue Linda from a spiritual retreat.

03/09/2018

07:45:00

Shut Eye

5
Still unaware of the real reason behind Angry Black’s
cancellation, a coked-out Teddy seeks Floyd’s help in
winning back the rights to his project.

03/09/2018

08:40:00

White Famous

6
Floyd turns to Malcolm and Balls for advice after
catching Robbie in a compromising position with a costar. Meanwhile, Sadie’s patience with Floyd wears thin.

03/09/2018

09:15:00

White Famous

7

Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer
03/09/2018

09:50:00

White Famous

8
Marco gains a new ally while discovering the true extent
of Fausto’s reach. Sonya and Marco investigate a
disruption at a local bank and Charlotte and Ray
contemplate their future.

03/09/2018

10:25:00

The Bridge

4
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

03/09/2018

11:15:00

The Bridge

5
As Carrie follows a lead, Saul meets an old friend.
Keane takes a stand.

03/09/2018

12:00:00

Homeland

6
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

03/09/2018

12:50:00

Homeland

7
As Linda encounters a stumbling block in her plan to
use Gina’s old apartment for refuge, Rita looks to help
her granddaughter avoid consummating her marriage.

03/09/2018

13:45:00

Shut Eye

4
Charlie finds himself in uncomfortable territory when he
tries to rescue Linda from a spiritual retreat.

03/09/2018

14:35:00

Shut Eye

5
J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to
his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

03/09/2018

15:30:00

Trust

3
Floyd turns to Malcolm and Balls for advice after
catching Robbie in a compromising position with a costar. Meanwhile, Sadie’s patience with Floyd wears thin.

03/09/2018

16:30:00

White Famous

7
Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer

03/09/2018

17:05:00

White Famous

8

Marco gains a new ally while discovering the true extent
of Fausto’s reach. Sonya and Marco investigate a
disruption at a local bank and Charlotte and Ray
contemplate their future.
03/09/2018

17:40:00

The Bridge

4
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

03/09/2018

18:30:00

The Bridge

5
As Carrie follows a lead, Saul meets an old friend.
Keane takes a stand.

03/09/2018

19:15:00

Homeland

6
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

03/09/2018

20:05:00

Homeland

7
A-list movie star Natalie James hires Ray to protect her
from an abusive husband/manager, which draws him
deeper into Samantha Winslow’s web.

03/09/2018

21:00:00

Ray Donovan

2
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation. Series premiere.

03/09/2018

22:00:00

Who is America?

1
As Linda encounters a stumbling block in her plan to
use Gina’s old apartment for refuge, Rita looks to help
her granddaughter avoid consummating her marriage.

03/09/2018

22:35:00

Shut Eye

4
Charlie finds himself in uncomfortable territory when he
tries to rescue Linda from a spiritual retreat.

03/09/2018

23:25:00

Shut Eye

5
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation. Series premiere.

04/09/2018

00:20:00

Who is America?

1
A-list movie star Natalie James hires Ray to protect her
from an abusive husband/manager, which draws him
deeper into Samantha Winslow’s web.

04/09/2018

00:55:00

Ray Donovan

2

Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer
04/09/2018

01:50:00

White Famous

8
An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.

04/09/2018

02:25:00

White Famous

9
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

04/09/2018

03:00:00

The Bridge

5
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

04/09/2018

03:45:00

The Bridge

6
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

04/09/2018

04:30:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

04/09/2018

05:25:00

Homeland

8
Charlie finds himself in uncomfortable territory when he
tries to rescue Linda from a spiritual retreat.

04/09/2018

06:25:00

Shut Eye

5
As Charlie considers a new partnership, a difficult
tenant creates problems for Fonso and Eduardo.

04/09/2018

07:20:00

Shut Eye

6
Floyd turns to Malcolm and Balls for advice after
catching Robbie in a compromising position with a costar. Meanwhile, Sadie’s patience with Floyd wears thin.

04/09/2018

08:10:00

White Famous

7
Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer

04/09/2018

08:45:00

White Famous

8

An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.
04/09/2018

09:20:00

White Famous

9
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

04/09/2018

09:55:00

The Bridge

5
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

04/09/2018

10:40:00

The Bridge

6
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

04/09/2018

11:25:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

04/09/2018

12:20:00

Homeland

8
Charlie finds himself in uncomfortable territory when he
tries to rescue Linda from a spiritual retreat.

04/09/2018

13:20:00

Shut Eye

5
As Charlie considers a new partnership, a difficult
tenant creates problems for Fonso and Eduardo.

04/09/2018

14:15:00

Shut Eye

6
Archer and Pam request help from a newcomer but he
refuses to lend them a hand.

04/09/2018

15:05:00

Archer: Danger
Island

6
Archer helps defend a village from party crashers intent
on ruining oysterfest.

04/09/2018

15:35:00

Archer: Danger
Island

7
The Band finally close on a discovery.

04/09/2018

16:00:00

Archer: Danger
Island

8

Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer
04/09/2018

16:25:00

White Famous

8
An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.

04/09/2018

17:00:00

White Famous

9
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

04/09/2018

17:35:00

The Bridge

5
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

04/09/2018

18:20:00

The Bridge

6
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

04/09/2018

19:05:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

04/09/2018

20:00:00

Homeland

8
J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to
his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

04/09/2018

21:00:00

Trust

3
In pursuit of answers, Vanessa and Sir Malcolm attend
a party at the home of Egyptologist Sir Ferdinand Lyle ,
where they encounter the mysteriously beautiful Dorian
Gray.

04/09/2018

22:00:00

Penny Dreadful

2

04/09/2018

22:55:00

Penny Dreadful

3

04/09/2018

23:45:00

Archer: Danger
Island

7

Dr. Frankenstein is confronted by the consequences of
his past. Vanessa has a vision of Mina which leads her,
Sir Malcolm, Ethan and Sembene to the London Zoo
where they discover and capture Fenton – servant to a
vampire master.
Archer helps defend a village from party crashers intent
on ruining oysterfest.

The Band finally close on a discovery.

05/09/2018

00:10:00

Archer: Danger
Island

8
Franklin attempts to reinforce that business comes first
when an employee steps out of line. Teddy and Matt run
into some unexpected company when trying to get their
business back on track.

05/09/2018

00:35:00

Snowfall

7
An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.

05/09/2018

01:30:00

White Famous

9
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

05/09/2018

02:05:00

White Famous

10
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

05/09/2018

02:40:00

The Bridge

6
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

05/09/2018

03:25:00

The Bridge

7
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

05/09/2018

04:15:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

05/09/2018

05:10:00

Homeland

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

05/09/2018

06:10:00

Homeland

9
As Charlie considers a new partnership, a difficult
tenant creates problems for Fonso and Eduardo.

05/09/2018

07:00:00

Shut Eye

6

As Charlie and Maggie embark on a new con, Fonso
and Eduardo stumble into a new business opportunity.
Rita makes a case for Fonso’s reinstatement.
05/09/2018

07:50:00

Shut Eye

7
Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer

05/09/2018

08:35:00

White Famous

8
An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.

05/09/2018

09:10:00

White Famous

9
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

05/09/2018

09:45:00

White Famous

10
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

05/09/2018

10:20:00

The Bridge

6
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

05/09/2018

11:05:00

The Bridge

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

05/09/2018

11:55:00

Homeland

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

05/09/2018

12:55:00

Homeland

9
As Charlie considers a new partnership, a difficult
tenant creates problems for Fonso and Eduardo.

05/09/2018

13:50:00

Shut Eye

6
As Charlie and Maggie embark on a new con, Fonso
and Eduardo stumble into a new business opportunity.
Rita makes a case for Fonso’s reinstatement.

05/09/2018

14:40:00

Shut Eye

7

A-list movie star Natalie James hires Ray to protect her
from an abusive husband/manager, which draws him
deeper into Samantha Winslow’s web.
05/09/2018

15:25:00

Ray Donovan

2
An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.

05/09/2018

16:20:00

White Famous

9
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

05/09/2018

16:55:00

White Famous

10
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

05/09/2018

17:30:00

The Bridge

6
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

05/09/2018

18:15:00

The Bridge

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

05/09/2018

19:05:00

Homeland

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

05/09/2018

20:05:00

Homeland

9
EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a
common adversary.

05/09/2018

21:00:00

Mayans M.C.

1

05/09/2018

22:10:00

Penny Dreadful

3

05/09/2018

22:55:00

Penny Dreadful

4

Dr. Frankenstein is confronted by the consequences of
his past. Vanessa has a vision of Mina which leads her,
Sir Malcolm, Ethan and Sembene to the London Zoo
where they discover and capture Fenton – servant to a
vampire master.
Professor Abraham Van Helsing is hired by Sir Malcolm
to work with Dr. Frankenstein to uncover a cure to the
disease that might be affecting his daughter.

Franklin attempts to reinforce that business comes first
when an employee steps out of line. Teddy and Matt run
into some unexpected company when trying to get their
business back on track.
05/09/2018

23:55:00

Snowfall

7
EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a
common adversary.

06/09/2018

00:45:00

Mayans M.C.

1
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

06/09/2018

01:50:00

White Famous

10
While Moira fears she is responsible for the death of a
motel guest, David and Patrick decide to make their
budding romance official.

06/09/2018

02:20:00

Schitt's Creek

1
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

06/09/2018

02:45:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

06/09/2018

03:05:00

The Bridge

6
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

06/09/2018

03:50:00

The Bridge

7
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

06/09/2018

04:40:00

The Bridge

8
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

06/09/2018

05:25:00

Homeland

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

06/09/2018

06:25:00

Homeland

9

Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

06/09/2018

07:15:00

Homeland

10
As Charlie and Maggie embark on a new con, Fonso
and Eduardo stumble into a new business opportunity.
Rita makes a case for Fonso’s reinstatement.

06/09/2018

08:10:00

Shut Eye

7
As Charlie and Linda are drawn into new relationships,
Fonso gets reinstated, prompting Simza to make an
unexpected move.

06/09/2018

08:55:00

Shut Eye

8
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

06/09/2018

09:50:00

White Famous

10
While Moira fears she is responsible for the death of a
motel guest, David and Patrick decide to make their
budding romance official.

06/09/2018

10:25:00

Schitt's Creek

1
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

06/09/2018

10:50:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

06/09/2018

11:15:00

The Bridge

7
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

06/09/2018

12:05:00

The Bridge

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

06/09/2018

12:50:00

Homeland

9
Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

06/09/2018

13:40:00

Homeland

10

As Charlie and Maggie embark on a new con, Fonso
and Eduardo stumble into a new business opportunity.
Rita makes a case for Fonso’s reinstatement.
06/09/2018

14:35:00

Shut Eye

7
As Charlie and Linda are drawn into new relationships,
Fonso gets reinstated, prompting Simza to make an
unexpected move.

06/09/2018

15:20:00

Shut Eye

8
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

06/09/2018

16:15:00

White Famous

10
While Moira fears she is responsible for the death of a
motel guest, David and Patrick decide to make their
budding romance official.

06/09/2018

16:50:00

Schitt's Creek

1
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

06/09/2018

17:15:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

06/09/2018

17:40:00

The Bridge

7
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

06/09/2018

18:30:00

The Bridge

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

06/09/2018

19:15:00

Homeland

9
Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

06/09/2018

20:05:00

Homeland

10
Co-produced by Jim Carrey, the series delves into the
70’s L.A. stand-up comedy scene where inspired and
damaged psyches faced the audience alone just for a
giggle.

06/09/2018

21:00:00

I'm Dying Up Here

10

Professor Abraham Van Helsing is hired by Sir Malcolm
to work with Dr. Frankenstein to uncover a cure to the
disease that might be affecting his daughter.
06/09/2018

22:00:00

Penny Dreadful

4
Vanessa recalls her past and the events which
ultimately lead to Mina’s disappearance.

06/09/2018

23:00:00

Penny Dreadful

5
J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to
his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

07/09/2018

00:00:00

Trust

3
While Moira fears she is responsible for the death of a
motel guest, David and Patrick decide to make their
budding romance official.

07/09/2018

00:55:00

Schitt's Creek

1
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

07/09/2018

01:20:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

07/09/2018

01:45:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

07/09/2018

02:10:00

The Bridge

7
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

07/09/2018

03:00:00

The Bridge

8
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

07/09/2018

03:45:00

The Bridge

9
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

07/09/2018

04:30:00

Homeland

9

Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

07/09/2018

05:25:00

Homeland

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

07/09/2018

06:20:00

Homeland

11
As Charlie and Linda are drawn into new relationships,
Fonso gets reinstated, prompting Simza to make an
unexpected move.

07/09/2018

07:10:00

Shut Eye

8
As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.

07/09/2018

08:05:00

Shut Eye

9
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

07/09/2018

08:55:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

07/09/2018

09:20:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

07/09/2018

09:45:00

The Bridge

8
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

07/09/2018

10:30:00

The Bridge

9
Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

07/09/2018

11:15:00

Homeland

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

07/09/2018

12:10:00

Homeland

11

As Charlie and Linda are drawn into new relationships,
Fonso gets reinstated, prompting Simza to make an
unexpected move.
07/09/2018

13:00:00

Shut Eye

8
As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.

07/09/2018

13:55:00

Shut Eye

9
Roy’s lack of improvement puts Goldie in a tight spot.
Arnie is forced to bow out of a gig with Edgar. Bill’s
frustration with Goldie builds.

07/09/2018

14:45:00

I'm Dying Up Here

9
Co-produced by Jim Carrey, the series delves into the
70’s L.A. stand-up comedy scene where inspired and
damaged psyches faced the audience alone just for a
giggle.

07/09/2018

15:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

10
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

07/09/2018

16:55:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

07/09/2018

17:20:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

07/09/2018

17:45:00

The Bridge

8
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

07/09/2018

18:30:00

The Bridge

9
Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

07/09/2018

19:15:00

Homeland

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

07/09/2018

20:10:00

Homeland

11

Franklin resorts to extreme measures when
dissatisfaction in his crew reaches a fever pitch. Lucia
and Gustavo secure a deal to save their lives. Teddy
travels east to try and alleviate pressure.
07/09/2018

21:00:00

Snowfall

8
Vanessa recalls her past and the events which
ultimately lead to Mina’s disappearance.

07/09/2018

22:00:00

Penny Dreadful

5
Vanessa’s latest vision leads Sir Malcolm, Ethan and
Sembene to explore a plague ship in search of Mina.

07/09/2018

22:55:00

Penny Dreadful

6
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation. Series premiere.

07/09/2018

23:45:00

Who is America?

1
Franklin resorts to extreme measures when
dissatisfaction in his crew reaches a fever pitch. Lucia
and Gustavo secure a deal to save their lives. Teddy
travels east to try and alleviate pressure.

08/09/2018

00:15:00

Snowfall

8
J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to
his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

08/09/2018

01:10:00

Trust

3

08/09/2018

02:05:00

Penny Dreadful

1

08/09/2018

03:00:00

Penny Dreadful

2

08/09/2018

03:55:00

Penny Dreadful

3

08/09/2018

04:45:00

I'm Dying Up Here

9

London 1891. As the police investigate a series of
gruesome murders, renowned explorer Sir Malcolm
Murray (Timothy Dalton) and the strangely beautiful
Vanessa Ives (Eva Green) know there’s something
darker at play.
In pursuit of answers, Vanessa and Sir Malcolm attend
a party at the home of Egyptologist Sir Ferdinand Lyle ,
where they encounter the mysteriously beautiful Dorian
Gray.
Dr. Frankenstein is confronted by the consequences of
his past. Vanessa has a vision of Mina which leads her,
Sir Malcolm, Ethan and Sembene to the London Zoo
where they discover and capture Fenton – servant to a
vampire master.
Roy’s lack of improvement puts Goldie in a tight spot.
Arnie is forced to bow out of a gig with Edgar. Bill’s
frustration with Goldie builds.

Co-produced by Jim Carrey, the series delves into the
70’s L.A. stand-up comedy scene where inspired and
damaged psyches faced the audience alone just for a
giggle.
08/09/2018

05:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

10
Marco gains a new ally while discovering the true extent
of Fausto’s reach. Sonya and Marco investigate a
disruption at a local bank and Charlotte and Ray
contemplate their future.

08/09/2018

06:55:00

The Bridge

4
Sonya & Hank discover the depth of the crimes against
Eva. Marco confronts an old nemesis. Frye receives a
proposition from the DEA. Fausto gets his revenge.

08/09/2018

07:45:00

The Bridge

5
Eva’s case hits a wall, putting Marco and Sonya in the
crosshairs. Jack Dobbs digs up his past. Frye makes a
career move. Eva takes matters into her own hands.

08/09/2018

08:30:00

The Bridge

6
As Linda encounters a stumbling block in her plan to
use Gina’s old apartment for refuge, Rita looks to help
her granddaughter avoid consummating her marriage.

08/09/2018

09:15:00

Shut Eye

4
Charlie finds himself in uncomfortable territory when he
tries to rescue Linda from a spiritual retreat.

08/09/2018

10:05:00

Shut Eye

5
As Charlie considers a new partnership, a difficult
tenant creates problems for Fonso and Eduardo.

08/09/2018

11:00:00

Shut Eye

6
Floyd buries his pride and accepts a role in Kali’s
newest music video, directed by Teddy, to spend more
time with the singer

08/09/2018

11:50:00

White Famous

8
An incriminating video of Floyd makes its way around
the webisphere, jeopardizing his relationship with Kali
and igniting controversy in the black community.

08/09/2018

12:25:00

White Famous

9
Life comes full-circle for Floyd as career opportunities
pour in following the release of yet another viral video.

08/09/2018

13:00:00

White Famous

10

A retired businesswoman decides to write her own
obituary and a young journalist takes up the task of
finding out the truth.
08/09/2018

13:35:00

THE LAST WORD
A chronicle of the childhood of a post-World War I
leader.

08/09/2018

15:25:00

THE CHILDHOOD
OF A LEADER
As Carrie gets bad news, Saul makes a plan. Quinn
accepts his situation.

08/09/2018

17:20:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul present evidence to Keane. Quinn
tracks a mark.

08/09/2018

18:15:00

Homeland

8
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

08/09/2018

19:15:00

Homeland

9
A-list movie star Natalie James hires Ray to protect her
from an abusive husband/manager, which draws him
deeper into Samantha Winslow’s web.

08/09/2018

20:05:00

Ray Donovan

2
In 1951, Marcus, a working-class Jewish student from
New Jersey, attends a small Ohio college, where he
struggles with sexual repression and cultural
disaffection, amid the ongoing Korean War.

08/09/2018

21:00:00

INDIGNATION
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation. Series premiere.

08/09/2018

22:50:00

Who is America?

1
Franklin attempts to reinforce that business comes first
when an employee steps out of line. Teddy and Matt run
into some unexpected company when trying to get their
business back on track.

08/09/2018

23:25:00

Snowfall

7
Franklin resorts to extreme measures when
dissatisfaction in his crew reaches a fever pitch. Lucia
and Gustavo secure a deal to save their lives. Teddy
travels east to try and alleviate pressure.

09/09/2018

00:20:00

Snowfall

8

EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a
common adversary.

09/09/2018

01:15:00

Mayans M.C.

1
Professor Abraham Van Helsing is hired by Sir Malcolm
to work with Dr. Frankenstein to uncover a cure to the
disease that might be affecting his daughter.

09/09/2018

02:10:00

Penny Dreadful

4
Vanessa recalls her past and the events which
ultimately lead to Mina’s disappearance.

09/09/2018

03:10:00

Penny Dreadful

5
Vanessa’s latest vision leads Sir Malcolm, Ethan and
Sembene to explore a plague ship in search of Mina.

09/09/2018

04:10:00

Penny Dreadful

6
Sonya uncovers the truth behind Lisa's death. Marco
lies on the record. Frye & Adriana make a discovery that
has their loved ones in danger.

09/09/2018

05:00:00

The Bridge

7
Sonya visits a stranger from her past while Marco’s
tainted history is unearthed. Frye takes a step too far.
Eleanor’s loyalties are tested. A move is made to
apprehend Fausto.

09/09/2018

05:50:00

The Bridge

8
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

09/09/2018

06:35:00

The Bridge

9
As Charlie and Maggie embark on a new con, Fonso
and Eduardo stumble into a new business opportunity.
Rita makes a case for Fonso’s reinstatement.

09/09/2018

07:20:00

Shut Eye

7
As Charlie and Linda are drawn into new relationships,
Fonso gets reinstated, prompting Simza to make an
unexpected move.

09/09/2018

08:05:00

Shut Eye

8
As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.

09/09/2018

09:00:00

Shut Eye

9

While Moira fears she is responsible for the death of a
motel guest, David and Patrick decide to make their
budding romance official.
09/09/2018

09:50:00

Schitt's Creek

1
After finding a positive pregnancy test, Johnny braces
himself for the possibility of a new baby in the family,
while David and Patrick search for some privacy.

09/09/2018

10:15:00

Schitt's Creek

2
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

09/09/2018

10:40:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

09/09/2018

11:05:00

Schitt's Creek

4
The U.S. and Isreal unleashed a self-replicating
computer malware Stuxnet to destroy a key part of an
Iranian nuclear facility, but it ultimately spread beyond
the intended target.

09/09/2018

11:30:00

ZERO DAYS
In 1951, Marcus, a working-class Jewish student from
New Jersey, attends a small Ohio college, where he
struggles with sexual repression and cultural
disaffection, amid the ongoing Korean War.

09/09/2018

13:30:00

INDIGNATION
Carrie catches a break. Keane makes a plan. Max goes
undercover.

09/09/2018

15:20:00

Homeland

9
Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

09/09/2018

16:15:00

Homeland

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

09/09/2018

17:10:00

Homeland

11
EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a
common adversary.

09/09/2018

18:00:00

Mayans M.C.

1

Co-produced by Jim Carrey, the series delves into the
70’s L.A. stand-up comedy scene where inspired and
damaged psyches faced the audience alone just for a
giggle.
09/09/2018

18:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

10
J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to
his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

09/09/2018

09/09/2018

20:00:00

21:00:00

Trust

3
A suicidal American befriends a Japanese man lost in a
mysterious forest near Mt. Fuji known as the Sea of
Trees. As they begin their journey of reflection, they
search for a way out.

THE SEA OF
TREES

A chronicle of the childhood of a post-World War I
leader.

09/09/2018

22:50:00

THE CHILDHOOD
OF A LEADER
Co-produced by Jim Carrey, the series delves into the
70’s L.A. stand-up comedy scene where inspired and
damaged psyches faced the audience alone just for a
giggle.

10/09/2018

00:45:00

I'm Dying Up Here

10
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

10/09/2018

01:50:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

10/09/2018

02:15:00

Schitt's Creek

4
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

10/09/2018

02:40:00

The Bridge

9
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

10/09/2018

03:25:00

The Bridge

10
Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

10/09/2018

04:10:00

Homeland

10

Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.
10/09/2018

05:05:00

Homeland

11

10/09/2018

05:55:00

Homeland

12

10/09/2018

06:55:00

Shut Eye

8

Dar feels his plan getting away from him and scrambles
to get it back on track. Saul and Keane deal with the
fallout from her O’Keefe interview. A realization dawns
on Carrie, and she and Quinn must act fast in order to
save the President-elect.
As Charlie and Linda are drawn into new relationships,
Fonso gets reinstated, prompting Simza to make an
unexpected move.

As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.
10/09/2018

07:50:00

Shut Eye

9
As the Haverfords reunite at the spiritual retreat center
Charlie is inheriting from Paz, everyone’s lives are
upended in the fallout from the schemes that Maggie
has been masterminding.

10/09/2018

08:40:00

Shut Eye

10
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

10/09/2018

09:35:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

10/09/2018

10:00:00

Schitt's Creek

4
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

10/09/2018

10:25:00

The Bridge

9
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

10/09/2018

11:10:00

The Bridge

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

10/09/2018

11:55:00

Homeland

11

10/09/2018

12:45:00

Homeland

12

10/09/2018

13:40:00

Shut Eye

9

Dar feels his plan getting away from him and scrambles
to get it back on track. Saul and Keane deal with the
fallout from her O’Keefe interview. A realization dawns
on Carrie, and she and Quinn must act fast in order to
save the President-elect.
As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.
As the Haverfords reunite at the spiritual retreat center
Charlie is inheriting from Paz, everyone’s lives are
upended in the fallout from the schemes that Maggie
has been masterminding.

10/09/2018

14:30:00

Shut Eye

10
J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to
his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

10/09/2018

15:25:00

Trust

3
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

10/09/2018

16:20:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

10/09/2018

16:45:00

Schitt's Creek

4
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

10/09/2018

17:10:00

The Bridge

9
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

10/09/2018

17:50:00

The Bridge

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

10/09/2018

10/09/2018

18:35:00

19:25:00

Homeland

Homeland

11

12

Dar feels his plan getting away from him and scrambles
to get it back on track. Saul and Keane deal with the
fallout from her O’Keefe interview. A realization dawns
on Carrie, and she and Quinn must act fast in order to
save the President-elect.

Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.
10/09/2018

20:25:00

Kidding

1
Ray’s ongoing family upheaval has taken an emotional
toll, leaving him more vulnerable than ever. LA’s
preeminent fixer is heading into uncharted territory and
will soon discover that some damage can’t be controlled.

10/09/2018

21:00:00

Ray Donovan

3
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

10/09/2018

22:00:00

Who is America?

2
As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.

10/09/2018

22:30:00

Shut Eye

9
As the Haverfords reunite at the spiritual retreat center
Charlie is inheriting from Paz, everyone’s lives are
upended in the fallout from the schemes that Maggie
has been masterminding.

10/09/2018

23:20:00

Shut Eye

10
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

11/09/2018

00:15:00

Who is America?

2
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.

11/09/2018

00:45:00

Kidding

1
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

11/09/2018

01:20:00

Schitt's Creek

4
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

11/09/2018

01:45:00

Schitt's Creek

5
Sonya finds herself in the crosshairs as Marco races
against the clock. Fausto discovers betrayal within his
organization. An unexpected rendezvous unfolds at Red
Ridge View.

11/09/2018

02:10:00

The Bridge

9

Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.
11/09/2018

02:55:00

The Bridge

10
Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.

11/09/2018

03:40:00

The Bridge

11
Noah struggles to adjust after moving to L.A. to be
closer to his kids. He attempts to reach a gifted student
while under the stern eye of the school's principal.
Helen finally discovers the source of her anxiety.

11/09/2018

04:30:00

The Affair

1
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

11/09/2018

05:30:00

The Affair

2
James Delaney returns to London to claim a mysterious
legacy left to him by his father.

11/09/2018

06:25:00

Taboo

1
As James Delaney assembles his crew, an unexpected
arrival threatens to disrupt his plans.

11/09/2018

07:25:00

Taboo

2
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

11/09/2018

08:30:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

11/09/2018

08:55:00

Schitt's Creek

4
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

11/09/2018

09:20:00

Schitt's Creek

5
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

11/09/2018

09:45:00

The Bridge

10

Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.
11/09/2018

10:30:00

The Bridge

11
Noah struggles to adjust after moving to L.A. to be
closer to his kids. He attempts to reach a gifted student
while under the stern eye of the school's principal.
Helen finally discovers the source of her anxiety.

11/09/2018

11:20:00

The Affair

1
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

11/09/2018

12:20:00

The Affair

2
James Delaney returns to London to claim a mysterious
legacy left to him by his father.

11/09/2018

13:15:00

Taboo

1
As James Delaney assembles his crew, an unexpected
arrival threatens to disrupt his plans.

11/09/2018

14:15:00

Taboo

2
EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a
common adversary.

11/09/2018

15:15:00

Mayans M.C.

1
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

11/09/2018

16:10:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

11/09/2018

16:35:00

Schitt's Creek

4
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

11/09/2018

17:00:00

Schitt's Creek

5
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

11/09/2018

17:25:00

The Bridge

10

Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.
11/09/2018

18:10:00

The Bridge

11
Noah struggles to adjust after moving to L.A. to be
closer to his kids. He attempts to reach a gifted student
while under the stern eye of the school's principal.
Helen finally discovers the source of her anxiety.

11/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

1
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

11/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

2
Little Paul gets to know his captors, while Primo opens
a channel of communication to Gail.

11/09/2018

21:00:00

Trust

4
Vanessa’s latest vision leads Sir Malcolm, Ethan and
Sembene to explore a plague ship in search of Mina.

11/09/2018

22:00:00

Penny Dreadful

6
Over the course of four harrowing weeks, Sir Malcolm,
Ethan, Dr. Frankenstein and Sembene do everything
they can to save Vanessa from the demons within her.

11/09/2018

22:50:00

Penny Dreadful

7
Franklin attempts to reinforce that business comes first
when an employee steps out of line. Teddy and Matt run
into some unexpected company when trying to get their
business back on track.

11/09/2018

23:50:00

Snowfall

7
Franklin resorts to extreme measures when
dissatisfaction in his crew reaches a fever pitch. Lucia
and Gustavo secure a deal to save their lives. Teddy
travels east to try and alleviate pressure.

12/09/2018

00:45:00

Snowfall

8
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

12/09/2018

01:40:00

Schitt's Creek

4
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

12/09/2018

02:05:00

Schitt's Creek

5

David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.
12/09/2018

02:30:00

Schitt's Creek

6
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

12/09/2018

02:55:00

The Bridge

10
Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.

12/09/2018

03:40:00

The Bridge

11
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

12/09/2018

04:30:00

The Bridge

12
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

12/09/2018

05:20:00

The Affair

2
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

12/09/2018

06:15:00

The Affair

3
As James Delaney assembles his crew, an unexpected
arrival threatens to disrupt his plans.

12/09/2018

07:15:00

Taboo

2
James Delaney finds himself alone with the mysterious
Dr Dumbarton.

12/09/2018

08:15:00

Taboo

3
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

12/09/2018

09:15:00

Schitt's Creek

5
David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.

12/09/2018

09:40:00

Schitt's Creek

6

Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.
12/09/2018

10:05:00

The Bridge

11
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

12/09/2018

10:55:00

The Bridge

12
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

12/09/2018

11:45:00

The Affair

2
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

12/09/2018

12:40:00

The Affair

3
As James Delaney assembles his crew, an unexpected
arrival threatens to disrupt his plans.

12/09/2018

13:40:00

Taboo

2
James Delaney finds himself alone with the mysterious
Dr Dumbarton.

12/09/2018

14:40:00

Taboo

3
Ray’s ongoing family upheaval has taken an emotional
toll, leaving him more vulnerable than ever. LA’s
preeminent fixer is heading into uncharted territory and
will soon discover that some damage can’t be controlled.

12/09/2018

15:40:00

Ray Donovan

3
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

12/09/2018

16:30:00

Schitt's Creek

5
David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.

12/09/2018

16:55:00

Schitt's Creek

6
Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.

12/09/2018

17:20:00

The Bridge

11

Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.
12/09/2018

18:10:00

The Bridge

12
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

12/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

2
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

12/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

3
The Mayans seek answers from a local crew as the
Galindo worlds north and south of the border collide.

12/09/2018

21:00:00

Mayans M.C.

2
Over the course of four harrowing weeks, Sir Malcolm,
Ethan, Dr. Frankenstein and Sembene do everything
they can to save Vanessa from the demons within her.

12/09/2018

22:00:00

Penny Dreadful

7
After having a vision of the Grand Guignol theater,
Vanessa, Sir Malcolm, Ethan, Dr. Frankenstein and
Sembene explore the empty theater and are confronted
by their worst nightmares

12/09/2018

23:00:00

Penny Dreadful

8
Franklin resorts to extreme measures when
dissatisfaction in his crew reaches a fever pitch. Lucia
and Gustavo secure a deal to save their lives. Teddy
travels east to try and alleviate pressure.

13/09/2018

00:00:00

Snowfall

8
The Mayans seek answers from a local crew as the
Galindo worlds north and south of the border collide.

13/09/2018

00:55:00

Mayans M.C.

2
David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.

13/09/2018

01:55:00

Schitt's Creek

6
As the Roses plan a family barbecue, David is forced to
test the limits of his comfort level with Patrick, while
Alexis investigates a mysterious text from Ted.

13/09/2018

02:20:00

Schitt's Creek

7

Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.
13/09/2018

02:45:00

The Bridge

11
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

13/09/2018

03:35:00

The Bridge

12
Marco's loyalty is put to the ultimate test while Sonya
attempts to tie up loose ends. Eleanor yearns for
closure. Frye & Adriana land an insider source.

13/09/2018

04:25:00

The Bridge

13
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

13/09/2018

05:15:00

The Affair

3
Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.

13/09/2018

06:15:00

The Affair

4
James Delaney finds himself alone with the mysterious
Dr Dumbarton.

13/09/2018

07:15:00

Taboo

3
Blacklisted, James Delaney sets out to protect his
business by any means necessary.

13/09/2018

08:15:00

Taboo

4
David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.

13/09/2018

09:15:00

Schitt's Creek

6
As the Roses plan a family barbecue, David is forced to
test the limits of his comfort level with Patrick, while
Alexis investigates a mysterious text from Ted.

13/09/2018

09:40:00

Schitt's Creek

7
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

13/09/2018

10:05:00

The Bridge

12

Marco's loyalty is put to the ultimate test while Sonya
attempts to tie up loose ends. Eleanor yearns for
closure. Frye & Adriana land an insider source.
13/09/2018

10:55:00

The Bridge

13
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

13/09/2018

11:45:00

The Affair

3
Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.

13/09/2018

12:45:00

The Affair

4
James Delaney finds himself alone with the mysterious
Dr Dumbarton.

13/09/2018

13:45:00

Taboo

3
Blacklisted, James Delaney sets out to protect his
business by any means necessary.

13/09/2018

14:45:00

Taboo

4
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.

13/09/2018

15:45:00

Kidding

1
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

13/09/2018

16:20:00

The Bridge

12
Marco's loyalty is put to the ultimate test while Sonya
attempts to tie up loose ends. Eleanor yearns for
closure. Frye & Adriana land an insider source.

13/09/2018

17:10:00

The Bridge

13
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

13/09/2018

18:00:00

The Affair

2
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

13/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

3

Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.
13/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

4
Murder House x Coven.

13/09/2018

21:00:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

1
A fresh murder rocks the town, plunging the remote
outpost into new turmoil.

13/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

1
Hildur is presented with devastating news as Dan
struggles for his life, and a new threat makes its
presence known.

13/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

2
Murder House x Coven.

13/09/2018

23:40:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

1
After having a vision of the Grand Guignol theater,
Vanessa, Sir Malcolm, Ethan, Dr. Frankenstein and
Sembene explore the empty theater and are confronted
by their worst nightmares

14/09/2018

00:30:00

Penny Dreadful

8
As the Roses plan a family barbecue, David is forced to
test the limits of his comfort level with Patrick, while
Alexis investigates a mysterious text from Ted.

14/09/2018

01:30:00

Schitt's Creek

7
Johnny joins the Jazzagals, while David and Stevie take
off on a “romantic” getaway.

14/09/2018

01:55:00

Schitt's Creek

8
As Philip and Elizabeth struggle to contain the risks
from Paige's growing relationship with Matthew
Beeman, the Centre sends them on an operation.

14/09/2018

02:20:00

The Americans

1
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

14/09/2018

03:15:00

The Americans

2

Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.
14/09/2018

04:10:00

The Affair

3
Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.

14/09/2018

05:10:00

The Affair

4
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

14/09/2018

06:10:00

The Affair

5
Blacklisted, James Delaney sets out to protect his
business by any means necessary.

14/09/2018

07:10:00

Taboo

4
After a duel at dawn takes a surprising turn, James
Delaney is blackmailed into a dangerous mission that
finds him in a deadly race against time.

14/09/2018

08:10:00

Taboo

5
David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.

14/09/2018

09:10:00

Schitt's Creek

6
As the Roses plan a family barbecue, David is forced to
test the limits of his comfort level with Patrick, while
Alexis investigates a mysterious text from Ted.

14/09/2018

09:35:00

Schitt's Creek

7
Johnny joins the Jazzagals, while David and Stevie take
off on a “romantic” getaway.

14/09/2018

10:00:00

Schitt's Creek

8
As Philip and Elizabeth struggle to contain the risks
from Paige's growing relationship with Matthew
Beeman, the Centre sends them on an operation.

14/09/2018

10:25:00

The Americans

1
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

14/09/2018

11:20:00

The Americans

2

Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.
14/09/2018

12:15:00

The Affair

4
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

14/09/2018

13:15:00

The Affair

5
Blacklisted, James Delaney sets out to protect his
business by any means necessary.

14/09/2018

14:15:00

Taboo

4
After a duel at dawn takes a surprising turn, James
Delaney is blackmailed into a dangerous mission that
finds him in a deadly race against time.

14/09/2018

15:15:00

Taboo

5
As the Roses plan a family barbecue, David is forced to
test the limits of his comfort level with Patrick, while
Alexis investigates a mysterious text from Ted.

14/09/2018

16:20:00

Schitt's Creek

7
Johnny joins the Jazzagals, while David and Stevie take
off on a “romantic” getaway.

14/09/2018

16:45:00

Schitt's Creek

8
As Philip and Elizabeth struggle to contain the risks
from Paige's growing relationship with Matthew
Beeman, the Centre sends them on an operation.

14/09/2018

17:10:00

The Americans

1
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

14/09/2018

18:05:00

The Americans

2
Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.

14/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

4
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

14/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

5

Franklin receives some devastating news. Teddy
attempts to turn a foe into an ally. Lucia and Gustavo
make plans to leave L.A.
14/09/2018

21:00:00

Snowfall

9
Hildur is presented with devastating news as Dan
struggles for his life, and a new threat makes its
presence known.

14/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

2
Natalie and Vincent head out into the wilderness as the
police track down their suspect. But a dark turn of
events leads them to question everything.

14/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

3
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

14/09/2018

23:40:00

Who is America?

2
Franklin receives some devastating news. Teddy
attempts to turn a foe into an ally. Lucia and Gustavo
make plans to leave L.A.

15/09/2018

00:10:00

Snowfall

9
Over the course of four harrowing weeks, Sir Malcolm,
Ethan, Dr. Frankenstein and Sembene do everything
they can to save Vanessa from the demons within her.

15/09/2018

01:05:00

Penny Dreadful

7
After having a vision of the Grand Guignol theater,
Vanessa, Sir Malcolm, Ethan, Dr. Frankenstein and
Sembene explore the empty theater and are confronted
by their worst nightmares

15/09/2018

02:05:00

Penny Dreadful

8
A fresh murder rocks the town, plunging the remote
outpost into new turmoil.

15/09/2018

03:05:00

Fortitude

1
Little Paul gets to know his captors, while Primo opens
a channel of communication to Gail.

15/09/2018

03:55:00

Trust

4
Sonya and Marco sift through the fallout. Frye and
Adriana dig into CIA dirt. Fausto makes an irreversible
move.

15/09/2018

04:55:00

The Bridge

10

Marco hits a crossroads in his relationship with Fausto
while Sonya squares off with Eleanor. Linder & Eva
discuss their future. Frye & Adriana uncover a rift
between agencies.
15/09/2018

05:40:00

The Bridge

11
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

15/09/2018

06:30:00

The Bridge

12
As the Haverfords struggle to keep their new
relationships from undermining their marriage, Charlie
uncovers a disturbing truth about Maggie and her
association with Paz.

15/09/2018

07:20:00

Shut Eye

9
As the Haverfords reunite at the spiritual retreat center
Charlie is inheriting from Paz, everyone’s lives are
upended in the fallout from the schemes that Maggie
has been masterminding.

15/09/2018

08:10:00

Shut Eye

10
James Delaney returns to London to claim a mysterious
legacy left to him by his father.

15/09/2018

09:05:00

Taboo

1
As James Delaney assembles his crew, an unexpected
arrival threatens to disrupt his plans.

15/09/2018

10:05:00

Taboo

2
Moira prepares for her headline debut at the annual
Schitt’s Creek Asbestos Fest, while David deals with a
group of loitering teens in the apothecary.

15/09/2018

11:05:00

Schitt's Creek

3
Alexis and Twyla have a girls’ night out; Patrick teaches
David about compromise.

15/09/2018

11:30:00

Schitt's Creek

4
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

15/09/2018

11:55:00

Schitt's Creek

5
A small town loner and a rebellious punk rocker
unexpectedly fall in love as they are forced on the run
and soon discover violence follows them everywhere.

15/09/2018

12:20:00

VINCENT N
ROXXY

Dar plays his hand. Quinn revisits his past.

15/09/2018

14:00:00

Homeland

10
Keane and Saul join forces to shut down the
disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
President-elect. Things come to a head at the flag
house with Carrie and Quinn.

15/09/2018

14:55:00

Homeland

11

15/09/2018

15:45:00

Homeland

12

15/09/2018

16:40:00

The Affair

1

Dar feels his plan getting away from him and scrambles
to get it back on track. Saul and Keane deal with the
fallout from her O’Keefe interview. A realization dawns
on Carrie, and she and Quinn must act fast in order to
save the President-elect.
Noah struggles to adjust after moving to L.A. to be
closer to his kids. He attempts to reach a gifted student
while under the stern eye of the school's principal.
Helen finally discovers the source of her anxiety.
Cole tries to keep Alison’s behavior from ruining an
important deal while Luisa’s legal status threatens their
future. Cole questions if he’s the same person he used
to be. Alison is saved by a handsome stranger.

15/09/2018

17:40:00

The Affair

2
Noah’s attempt to teach his students a lesson in civil
duty spirals out of control. Helen can’t handle Vik’s
decision and goes behind his back, only to find
resistance everywhere she turns.

15/09/2018

18:35:00

The Affair

3
Ray’s ongoing family upheaval has taken an emotional
toll, leaving him more vulnerable than ever. LA’s
preeminent fixer is heading into uncharted territory and
will soon discover that some damage can’t be controlled.

15/09/2018

19:35:00

Ray Donovan

3
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.

15/09/2018

20:25:00

Kidding

1
A chronicle of the childhood of a post-World War I
leader.

15/09/2018

21:00:00

THE CHILDHOOD
OF A LEADER
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

15/09/2018

22:55:00

Who is America?

2

The Mayans seek answers from a local crew as the
Galindo worlds north and south of the border collide.

15/09/2018

23:25:00

Mayans M.C.

2
Franklin receives some devastating news. Teddy
attempts to turn a foe into an ally. Lucia and Gustavo
make plans to leave L.A.

16/09/2018

00:25:00

Snowfall

9
Murder House x Coven.

16/09/2018

01:20:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

1
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.

16/09/2018

02:10:00

Kidding

1
Hildur is presented with devastating news as Dan
struggles for his life, and a new threat makes its
presence known.

16/09/2018

02:45:00

Fortitude

2
Natalie and Vincent head out into the wilderness as the
police track down their suspect. But a dark turn of
events leads them to question everything.

16/09/2018

03:35:00

Fortitude

3
Marco becomes Fausto's ticket to freedom. Sonya
attempts to interpret Eleanor's ledger. Frye & Adriana
aid the EPPD investigation.

16/09/2018

04:25:00

The Bridge

12
Marco's loyalty is put to the ultimate test while Sonya
attempts to tie up loose ends. Eleanor yearns for
closure. Frye & Adriana land an insider source.

16/09/2018

05:15:00

The Bridge

13
As Philip and Elizabeth struggle to contain the risks
from Paige's growing relationship with Matthew
Beeman, the Centre sends them on an operation.

16/09/2018

06:05:00

The Americans

1
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

16/09/2018

07:00:00

The Americans

2

James Delaney finds himself alone with the mysterious
Dr Dumbarton.

16/09/2018

07:55:00

Taboo

3
Blacklisted, James Delaney sets out to protect his
business by any means necessary.

16/09/2018

08:55:00

Taboo

4
After a duel at dawn takes a surprising turn, James
Delaney is blackmailed into a dangerous mission that
finds him in a deadly race against time.

16/09/2018

09:55:00

Taboo

5
A rumour of Moira’s death surfaces online; Roland asks
Johnny to be godfather to his child.

16/09/2018

11:00:00

Schitt's Creek

5
David and Patrick throw an open mic night at Rose
Apothecary, while Johnny and Stevie begin re-branding
the motel.

16/09/2018

11:25:00

Schitt's Creek

6
As the Roses plan a family barbecue, David is forced to
test the limits of his comfort level with Patrick, while
Alexis investigates a mysterious text from Ted.

16/09/2018

11:50:00

Schitt's Creek

7
Alison and Ben dig into her past and begin confronting
her fears. Cole’s relationship with Alison is jeopardizing
his marriage to Luisa.

16/09/2018

12:15:00

The Affair

4
Little Paul gets to know his captors, while Primo opens
a channel of communication to Gail.

16/09/2018

13:15:00

Trust

4
Saul's mission is a go. The clock ticks on the Keane
administration.

16/09/2018

14:15:00

Homeland

11
Darius is trippin in this one. Y'all know I woulda been left.

16/09/2018

15:10:00

Atlanta Robbin'
Season

6

Y’all youngins don't know nothing about this. This one
takes me back to middle school. Shout out Miller Grove!

16/09/2018

15:50:00

Atlanta Robbin'
Season

10
Sam demands satisfaction.

16/09/2018

16:20:00

Better Things

6
Sam and fam are tilted.

16/09/2018

16:50:00

Better Things

10
Christine and Martha listen to harp music at brunch.

16/09/2018

17:20:00

Baskets

7
A family game of Hungry Hungry Hippos ends in tragedy.

16/09/2018

17:45:00

Baskets

10
Philip and Elizabeth race against the clock as a life
hangs in the balance, while Stan faces an uncertain
future.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

18:10:00

The Americans

19:10:00

The Assassination
of Gianni Versace:
American Crime
Story

13
Chicago real estate tycoon Lee Miglin is murdered in
what police describe as a random killing.

3
The Mayans seek answers from a local crew as the
Galindo worlds north and south of the border collide.

16/09/2018

20:00:00

Mayans M.C.

2
A scientist blames the head of a large company for an
ecological disaster in South America. But when a
volcano begins to show signs of erupting, they must
unite to avoid a disaster.

16/09/2018

16/09/2018

21:00:00

22:40:00

SALT AND FIRE

THE SEA OF
TREES

A suicidal American befriends a Japanese man lost in a
mysterious forest near Mt. Fuji known as the Sea of
Trees. As they begin their journey of reflection, they
search for a way out.

Murder House x Coven.

17/09/2018

00:30:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

1
Johnny joins the Jazzagals, while David and Stevie take
off on a “romantic” getaway.

17/09/2018

01:20:00

Schitt's Creek

8
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

17/09/2018

01:45:00

Schitt's Creek

9
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

17/09/2018

02:10:00

The Americans

2
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

17/09/2018

03:05:00

The Americans

3
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

17/09/2018

03:55:00

The Affair

5
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

17/09/2018

04:55:00

The Affair

6
After a duel at dawn takes a surprising turn, James
Delaney is blackmailed into a dangerous mission that
finds him in a deadly race against time.

17/09/2018

05:55:00

Taboo

5
The Company declares war on James, whilst a
revelation drives him to dark, haunted places.

17/09/2018

07:00:00

Taboo

6
Johnny joins the Jazzagals, while David and Stevie take
off on a “romantic” getaway.

17/09/2018

08:05:00

Schitt's Creek

8

David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.
17/09/2018

08:30:00

Schitt's Creek

9
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

17/09/2018

08:55:00

The Americans

2
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

17/09/2018

09:50:00

The Americans

3
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

17/09/2018

10:40:00

The Affair

5
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

17/09/2018

11:40:00

The Affair

6
After a duel at dawn takes a surprising turn, James
Delaney is blackmailed into a dangerous mission that
finds him in a deadly race against time.

17/09/2018

12:40:00

Taboo

5
The Company declares war on James, whilst a
revelation drives him to dark, haunted places.

17/09/2018

13:45:00

Taboo

6
Little Paul gets to know his captors, while Primo opens
a channel of communication to Gail.

17/09/2018

14:50:00

Trust

4
Johnny joins the Jazzagals, while David and Stevie take
off on a “romantic” getaway.

17/09/2018

15:50:00

Schitt's Creek

8
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

17/09/2018

16:15:00

Schitt's Creek

9

Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.
17/09/2018

16:40:00

The Americans

2
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

17/09/2018

17:35:00

The Americans

3
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

17/09/2018

18:25:00

The Affair

5
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

17/09/2018

19:25:00

The Affair

6
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

17/09/2018

20:25:00

Kidding

2
Abby starts construction while Ray looks for a solution
to their problem.

17/09/2018

21:00:00

Ray Donovan

4
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

17/09/2018

22:00:00

Who is America?

3
Murder House x Coven.

17/09/2018

22:35:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

1
The Company declares war on James, whilst a
revelation drives him to dark, haunted places.

17/09/2018

23:25:00

Taboo

6
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

18/09/2018

00:25:00

Who is America?

3

Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.
18/09/2018

01:00:00

Kidding

2
Abby starts construction while Ray looks for a solution
to their problem.

18/09/2018

01:35:00

Ray Donovan

4
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

18/09/2018

02:30:00

Schitt's Creek

9
For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.

18/09/2018

02:55:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

18/09/2018

03:20:00

The Americans

3
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

18/09/2018

04:10:00

The Americans

4
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

18/09/2018

05:00:00

The Affair

6
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

18/09/2018

06:00:00

The Affair

7
The Company declares war on James, whilst a
revelation drives him to dark, haunted places.

18/09/2018

07:00:00

Taboo

6
A devastating betrayal puts James Delaney's freedom
in jeopardy.

18/09/2018

08:00:00

Taboo

7

David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.
18/09/2018

09:00:00

Schitt's Creek

9
For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.

18/09/2018

09:25:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

18/09/2018

09:50:00

The Americans

3
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

18/09/2018

10:40:00

The Americans

4
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

18/09/2018

11:30:00

The Affair

6
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

18/09/2018

12:30:00

The Affair

7
The Company declares war on James, whilst a
revelation drives him to dark, haunted places.

18/09/2018

13:30:00

Taboo

6
A devastating betrayal puts James Delaney's freedom
in jeopardy.

18/09/2018

14:30:00

Taboo

7
The Mayans seek answers from a local crew as the
Galindo worlds north and south of the border collide.

18/09/2018

15:30:00

Mayans M.C.

2
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

18/09/2018

16:30:00

Schitt's Creek

9

For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.
18/09/2018

16:55:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

18/09/2018

17:20:00

The Americans

3
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

18/09/2018

18:10:00

The Americans

4
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

18/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

6
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

18/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

7
Little Paul and Angelo try to agree on their next steps,
while Primo and Leonardo mobilize the local community.

18/09/2018

21:00:00

Trust

5
Natalie and Vincent head out into the wilderness as the
police track down their suspect. But a dark turn of
events leads them to question everything.

18/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

3
Eric struggles to keep control as the body count
increases. Meanwhile, Natalie and Vincent's field trip
descends into chaos.

18/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

4
Franklin resorts to extreme measures when
dissatisfaction in his crew reaches a fever pitch. Lucia
and Gustavo secure a deal to save their lives. Teddy
travels east to try and alleviate pressure.

18/09/2018

23:40:00

Snowfall

8
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

19/09/2018

00:35:00

Schitt's Creek

9

For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.
19/09/2018

01:00:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

19/09/2018

01:25:00

Schitt's Creek

11
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

19/09/2018

01:50:00

The Americans

3
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

19/09/2018

02:40:00

The Americans

4
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

19/09/2018

03:30:00

The Americans

5
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

19/09/2018

04:25:00

The Affair

7
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

19/09/2018

05:25:00

The Affair

8
A devastating betrayal puts James Delaney's freedom
in jeopardy.

19/09/2018

06:25:00

Taboo

7
The Crown unleashes one final plan to destroy James.

19/09/2018

07:25:00

Taboo

8
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

19/09/2018

08:25:00

Schitt's Creek

9

For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.
19/09/2018

08:50:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

19/09/2018

09:15:00

Schitt's Creek

11
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

19/09/2018

09:40:00

The Americans

4
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

19/09/2018

10:30:00

The Americans

5
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

19/09/2018

11:25:00

The Affair

7
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

19/09/2018

12:25:00

The Affair

8
A devastating betrayal puts James Delaney's freedom
in jeopardy.

19/09/2018

13:25:00

Taboo

7
The Crown unleashes one final plan to destroy James.

19/09/2018

14:25:00

Taboo

8
Abby starts construction while Ray looks for a solution
to their problem.

19/09/2018

15:30:00

Ray Donovan

4
For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.

19/09/2018

16:25:00

Schitt's Creek

10

Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

19/09/2018

16:50:00

Schitt's Creek

11
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

19/09/2018

17:15:00

The Americans

4
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

19/09/2018

18:05:00

The Americans

5
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

19/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

7
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

19/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

8
The M.C. alliances are tested and the Galindo family
adopts unconventional methods.

19/09/2018

21:00:00

Mayans M.C.

3
Eric struggles to keep control as the body count
increases. Meanwhile, Natalie and Vincent's field trip
descends into chaos.

19/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

4
A disturbing challenge is issued. Michael finds a
glimmer of hope for Freya, while Vincent's trust in
Natalie is shattered.

19/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

5
Franklin receives some devastating news. Teddy
attempts to turn a foe into an ally. Lucia and Gustavo
make plans to leave L.A.

19/09/2018

23:40:00

Snowfall

9
The M.C. alliances are tested and the Galindo family
adopts unconventional methods.

20/09/2018

00:35:00

Mayans M.C.

3

Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

20/09/2018

01:35:00

Schitt's Creek

11
As Singles Week gets underway, Jocelyn has her baby.
Patrick takes his relationship with David to the next level.

20/09/2018

02:00:00

Schitt's Creek

12
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

20/09/2018

02:25:00

The Americans

5
Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.

20/09/2018

03:20:00

The Americans

6
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

20/09/2018

04:10:00

The Affair

8
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

20/09/2018

05:10:00

The Affair

9
Carrie and Franny are living with Maggie's family in DC.
Saul and the federal employees detained after the
attempt on the President-elect's life are in prison.
President Keane's administration comes under scrutiny.

20/09/2018

06:10:00

Homeland

1
Carrie makes a discovery. Wellington protects Keane.
O'Keefe continues to broadcast.

20/09/2018

07:10:00

Homeland

2
Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

20/09/2018

08:10:00

Schitt's Creek

11
As Singles Week gets underway, Jocelyn has her baby.
Patrick takes his relationship with David to the next level.

20/09/2018

08:35:00

Schitt's Creek

12

Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.
20/09/2018

09:00:00

The Americans

5
Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.

20/09/2018

09:55:00

The Americans

6
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

20/09/2018

10:45:00

The Affair

8
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

20/09/2018

11:45:00

The Affair

9
Carrie and Franny are living with Maggie's family in DC.
Saul and the federal employees detained after the
attempt on the President-elect's life are in prison.
President Keane's administration comes under scrutiny.

20/09/2018

12:45:00

Homeland

1
Carrie makes a discovery. Wellington protects Keane.
O'Keefe continues to broadcast.

20/09/2018

13:50:00

Homeland

2
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.

20/09/2018

14:50:00

Kidding

1
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

20/09/2018

15:25:00

Kidding

2
For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.

20/09/2018

16:00:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

20/09/2018

16:25:00

Schitt's Creek

11

As Singles Week gets underway, Jocelyn has her baby.
Patrick takes his relationship with David to the next level.

20/09/2018

16:50:00

Schitt's Creek

12
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

20/09/2018

17:15:00

The Americans

5
Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.

20/09/2018

18:10:00

The Americans

6
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

20/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

8
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

20/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

9
Murder House x Coven.

20/09/2018

21:00:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2
A disturbing challenge is issued. Michael finds a
glimmer of hope for Freya, while Vincent's trust in
Natalie is shattered.

20/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

5
As Michael presents the scientists with a miracle,
Odegard is determined to reveal Munk’s tangled web of
lies – but will anyone listen?

20/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

6
Murder House x Coven.

20/09/2018

23:40:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

1
Murder House x Coven.

21/09/2018

00:30:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2

In a fateful visit to his son Alan, whom he wants to
reconnect with, Zorn decides to stay and get a job at
Orange County.
21/09/2018

01:20:00

Son of Zorn

1
After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.

21/09/2018

01:45:00

Son of Zorn

2
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

21/09/2018

02:10:00

The Americans

5
Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.

21/09/2018

03:05:00

The Americans

6
As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.

21/09/2018

03:55:00

The Americans

7
A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

21/09/2018

04:45:00

The Affair

8
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

21/09/2018

05:45:00

The Affair

9
Noah and Anton visit Princeton where Noah encounters
an old friend. An immensely difficult day forces Cole
and Luisa to reexamine their relationship, while Helen
gets a new perspective on life.

21/09/2018

06:45:00

The Affair

10
Carrie makes a discovery. Wellington protects Keane.
O'Keefe continues to broadcast.

21/09/2018

07:45:00

Homeland

2
Carrie has a distressing realization. Saul negotiates.
Keane and Wellington disagree.

21/09/2018

08:45:00

Homeland

3

As Singles Week gets underway, Jocelyn has her baby.
Patrick takes his relationship with David to the next level.

21/09/2018

09:40:00

Schitt's Creek

12
In a fateful visit to his son Alan, whom he wants to
reconnect with, Zorn decides to stay and get a job at
Orange County.

21/09/2018

10:05:00

Son of Zorn

1
After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.

21/09/2018

10:30:00

Son of Zorn

2
Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.

21/09/2018

10:55:00

The Americans

6
As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.

21/09/2018

11:45:00

The Americans

7
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

21/09/2018

12:35:00

The Affair

9
Noah and Anton visit Princeton where Noah encounters
an old friend. An immensely difficult day forces Cole
and Luisa to reexamine their relationship, while Helen
gets a new perspective on life.

21/09/2018

13:35:00

The Affair

10
Carrie makes a discovery. Wellington protects Keane.
O'Keefe continues to broadcast.

21/09/2018

14:35:00

Homeland

2
Carrie has a distressing realization. Saul negotiates.
Keane and Wellington disagree.

21/09/2018

15:35:00

Homeland

3
In a fateful visit to his son Alan, whom he wants to
reconnect with, Zorn decides to stay and get a job at
Orange County.

21/09/2018

16:30:00

Son of Zorn

1

After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.
21/09/2018

16:55:00

Son of Zorn

2
Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.

21/09/2018

17:20:00

The Americans

6
As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.

21/09/2018

18:10:00

The Americans

7
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

21/09/2018

19:00:00

The Affair

9
Noah and Anton visit Princeton where Noah encounters
an old friend. An immensely difficult day forces Cole
and Luisa to reexamine their relationship, while Helen
gets a new perspective on life.

21/09/2018

20:00:00

The Affair

10
Franklin faces the consequences of his actions. Teddy
pulls out all the stops to assist his partners. Lucia must
sacrifice to save Gustavo's life.

21/09/2018

21:00:00

Snowfall

10
As Michael presents the scientists with a miracle,
Odegard is determined to reveal Munk’s tangled web of
lies – but will anyone listen?

21/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

6
Eric makes slow progress whilst Munk begins to buckle
under the strain. Meanwhile, a discovery rips the heart
right out of Fortitude and changes the town forever.

21/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

7
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

21/09/2018

23:40:00

Who is America?

3
Franklin faces the consequences of his actions. Teddy
pulls out all the stops to assist his partners. Lucia must
sacrifice to save Gustavo's life.

22/09/2018

00:15:00

Snowfall

10

Little Paul and Angelo try to agree on their next steps,
while Primo and Leonardo mobilize the local community.

22/09/2018

01:10:00

Trust

5
Natalie and Vincent head out into the wilderness as the
police track down their suspect. But a dark turn of
events leads them to question everything.

22/09/2018

02:00:00

Fortitude

3
Eric struggles to keep control as the body count
increases. Meanwhile, Natalie and Vincent's field trip
descends into chaos.

22/09/2018

02:50:00

Fortitude

4
A disturbing challenge is issued. Michael finds a
glimmer of hope for Freya, while Vincent's trust in
Natalie is shattered.

22/09/2018

03:40:00

Fortitude

5
The U.S. and Isreal unleashed a self-replicating
computer malware Stuxnet to destroy a key part of an
Iranian nuclear facility, but it ultimately spread beyond
the intended target.

22/09/2018

04:30:00

ZERO DAYS
As Philip and Elizabeth struggle to contain the risks
from Paige's growing relationship with Matthew
Beeman, the Centre sends them on an operation.

22/09/2018

06:35:00

The Americans

1
Stan and Oleg wrestle with the harsh consequences of
their complicated history, as Philip and Elizabeth face a
new mission with devastating implications for their
country.

22/09/2018

07:30:00

The Americans

2
Philip and Elizabeth tell Paige more about the family
business, but pressing new questions arise when an
operation takes a ghastly and unexpected turn.

22/09/2018

08:25:00

The Americans

3
Philip and Elizabeth have qualms about a new
assignment, while a specter from Philip’s past creates
unforeseen dangers. At the FBI, Stan makes a shocking
play that could throw his career into turmoil.

22/09/2018

09:15:00

The Americans

4
After a duel at dawn takes a surprising turn, James
Delaney is blackmailed into a dangerous mission that
finds him in a deadly race against time.

22/09/2018

10:05:00

Taboo

5

The Company declares war on James, whilst a
revelation drives him to dark, haunted places.

22/09/2018

11:10:00

Taboo

6
David realizes he may have dragged out his time apart
from Patrick too long, and looks for a way to reconcile,
while Moira pitches a Singles Week event at Town Hall.

22/09/2018

12:15:00

Schitt's Creek

9
For research, Johnny and Moira attend a singles event
but get too involved. Alexis runs into an old friend, David
agrees to help Jocelyn in planning her baby shower.

22/09/2018

12:45:00

Schitt's Creek

10
Carrie Pilby is a 19-year old genius, a year out of
Harvard, struggling to make sense of the world as it
relates to morality, relationships, sex and leaving her
apartment.

22/09/2018

13:10:00

CARRIE PILBY
A scientist blames the head of a large company for an
ecological disaster in South America. But when a
volcano begins to show signs of erupting, they must
unite to avoid a disaster.

22/09/2018

14:50:00

SALT AND FIRE
Vik decides it’s time he started living for himself. But is
he ready to face the consequences? Cole meets Nan,
an old friend of his father’s, who sends him on a journey
to exorcise the ghosts of his past.

22/09/2018

16:30:00

The Affair

5
Noah supports Anton in a decision about his future,
which puts Janelle in a complicated spot. Alison makes
a surprising discovery about her father, and another
about Ben that eventually leads her back to Noah.

22/09/2018

17:30:00

The Affair

6
Helen goes to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah
and Anton begin an adventure with high hopes until an
ominous phone call alters their course.

22/09/2018

18:30:00

The Affair

7
Abby starts construction while Ray looks for a solution
to their problem.

22/09/2018

19:30:00

Ray Donovan

4
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

22/09/2018

20:25:00

Kidding

2

22/09/2018

21:00:00

A suicidal American befriends a Japanese man lost in a
mysterious forest near Mt. Fuji known as the Sea of
Trees. As they begin their journey of reflection, they
search for a way out.

THE SEA OF
TREES

Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.
22/09/2018

22:50:00

Who is America?

3
The M.C. alliances are tested and the Galindo family
adopts unconventional methods.

22/09/2018

23:25:00

Mayans M.C.

3
Franklin faces the consequences of his actions. Teddy
pulls out all the stops to assist his partners. Lucia must
sacrifice to save Gustavo's life.

23/09/2018

00:25:00

Snowfall

10
Murder House x Coven.

23/09/2018

01:20:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr.
Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer, Seb,
feels that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the
person need to remain separate.

23/09/2018

02:10:00

Kidding

1
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

23/09/2018

02:45:00

Kidding

2
As Michael presents the scientists with a miracle,
Odegard is determined to reveal Munk’s tangled web of
lies – but will anyone listen?

23/09/2018

03:20:00

Fortitude

6
Eric makes slow progress whilst Munk begins to buckle
under the strain. Meanwhile, a discovery rips the heart
right out of Fortitude and changes the town forever.

23/09/2018

04:10:00

Fortitude

7
Philip and Elizabeth receive surprising news about
Henry – and shattering news about a past operation.
Stan might be falling in love, but Philip wonders if
something darker is going on.

23/09/2018

05:00:00

The Americans

5

Gabriel stuns Philip and Elizabeth with a sudden
announcement and a crushing revelation about Philip’s
past. Stan and Aderholt draw a fly into their web, while
Oleg and Ruslan ambush their first suspect.
23/09/2018

05:55:00

The Americans

6
As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.

23/09/2018

06:45:00

The Americans

7
A devastating betrayal puts James Delaney's freedom
in jeopardy.

23/09/2018

07:35:00

Taboo

7
The Crown unleashes one final plan to destroy James.

23/09/2018

08:35:00

Taboo

8
Carrie and Franny are living with Maggie's family in DC.
Saul and the federal employees detained after the
attempt on the President-elect's life are in prison.
President Keane's administration comes under scrutiny.

23/09/2018

09:35:00

Homeland

1
Carrie makes a discovery. Wellington protects Keane.
O'Keefe continues to broadcast.

23/09/2018

10:35:00

Homeland

2
Moira tries to avoid jury duty and David issues a recall
on a Rose Apothecary product that causes rashes.

23/09/2018

11:35:00

Schitt's Creek

11
As Singles Week gets underway, Jocelyn has her baby.
Patrick takes his relationship with David to the next level.

23/09/2018

12:00:00

Schitt's Creek

12
A chronicle of the childhood of a post-World War I
leader.

23/09/2018

23/09/2018

12:25:00

14:20:00

THE CHILDHOOD
OF A LEADER

THE SEA OF
TREES

A suicidal American befriends a Japanese man lost in a
mysterious forest near Mt. Fuji known as the Sea of
Trees. As they begin their journey of reflection, they
search for a way out.

A hopeful epiphany leads Cole on a journey to a horrific
discovery. Noah questions his role in tragic events.

23/09/2018

16:10:00

The Affair

8
Ben finally confesses the truth to Alison. But is it too late
for their relationship?

23/09/2018

17:10:00

The Affair

9
Noah and Anton visit Princeton where Noah encounters
an old friend. An immensely difficult day forces Cole
and Luisa to reexamine their relationship, while Helen
gets a new perspective on life.

23/09/2018

18:10:00

The Affair

10
Little Paul and Angelo try to agree on their next steps,
while Primo and Leonardo mobilize the local community.

23/09/2018

19:10:00

Trust

5
The M.C. alliances are tested and the Galindo family
adopts unconventional methods.

23/09/2018

20:00:00

Mayans M.C.

3
Two intersecting love triangles. Obsession and betrayal
set against the music scene in Austin, Texas.

23/09/2018

21:00:00

SONG TO SONG
A retired businesswoman decides to write her own
obituary and a young journalist takes up the task of
finding out the truth.

23/09/2018

23:05:00

THE LAST WORD
Murder House x Coven.

24/09/2018

00:55:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2
After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.

24/09/2018

01:45:00

Son of Zorn

2
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

24/09/2018

02:10:00

Son of Zorn

3

As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.
24/09/2018

02:35:00

The Americans

7
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

24/09/2018

03:25:00

The Americans

8
Goldie looks to expand her comedy empire with the
help of an old friend, while her estranged daughter
Amanda resurfaces. Cassie awaits the premiere of her
comedy special.

24/09/2018

04:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

1
Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.

24/09/2018

05:25:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Carrie has a distressing realization. Saul negotiates.
Keane and Wellington disagree.

24/09/2018

06:30:00

Homeland

3
Carrie follows a lead. Saul’s situation goes from bad to
worse.

24/09/2018

07:25:00

Homeland

4
After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.

24/09/2018

08:15:00

Son of Zorn

2
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

24/09/2018

08:40:00

Son of Zorn

3
As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.

24/09/2018

09:05:00

The Americans

7
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

24/09/2018

09:55:00

The Americans

8

Goldie looks to expand her comedy empire with the
help of an old friend, while her estranged daughter
Amanda resurfaces. Cassie awaits the premiere of her
comedy special.
24/09/2018

10:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

1
Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.

24/09/2018

11:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Carrie has a distressing realization. Saul negotiates.
Keane and Wellington disagree.

24/09/2018

13:00:00

Homeland

3
Carrie follows a lead. Saul’s situation goes from bad to
worse.

24/09/2018

13:55:00

Homeland

4
Little Paul and Angelo try to agree on their next steps,
while Primo and Leonardo mobilize the local community.

24/09/2018

14:45:00

Trust

5
After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.

24/09/2018

15:35:00

Son of Zorn

2
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

24/09/2018

16:00:00

Son of Zorn

3
As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.

24/09/2018

16:30:00

The Americans

7
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

24/09/2018

17:20:00

The Americans

8
Goldie looks to expand her comedy empire with the
help of an old friend, while her estranged daughter
Amanda resurfaces. Cassie awaits the premiere of her
comedy special.

24/09/2018

18:15:00

I'm Dying Up Here

1

Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.
24/09/2018

19:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

24/09/2018

20:25:00

Kidding

3
Ray's therapy is at odds with Sam's high-stakes power
struggle.

24/09/2018

21:00:00

Ray Donovan

5
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

24/09/2018

22:00:00

Who is America?

4
Murder House x Coven.

24/09/2018

22:35:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

24/09/2018

23:25:00

Who is America?

4
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

25/09/2018

00:00:00

Kidding

3
Ray's therapy is at odds with Sam's high-stakes power
struggle.

25/09/2018

00:35:00

Ray Donovan

5
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

25/09/2018

01:30:00

Son of Zorn

3
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

25/09/2018

01:55:00

Son of Zorn

3

Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.
25/09/2018

02:20:00

Son of Zorn

4
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

25/09/2018

02:45:00

The Americans

8
Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.

25/09/2018

03:40:00

The Americans

9
Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.

25/09/2018

04:35:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

25/09/2018

05:40:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3
Carrie follows a lead. Saul’s situation goes from bad to
worse.

25/09/2018

06:45:00

Homeland

4
Carrie puts a plan in motion. Saul visits a source. Keane
makes a desperate plea.

25/09/2018

07:35:00

Homeland

5
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

25/09/2018

08:30:00

Son of Zorn

3
Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.

25/09/2018

08:55:00

Son of Zorn

4
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

25/09/2018

09:20:00

The Americans

8

Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.
25/09/2018

10:15:00

The Americans

9
Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.

25/09/2018

11:10:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

25/09/2018

12:15:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3
Carrie follows a lead. Saul’s situation goes from bad to
worse.

25/09/2018

13:20:00

Homeland

4
Carrie puts a plan in motion. Saul visits a source. Keane
makes a desperate plea.

25/09/2018

14:10:00

Homeland

5
The M.C. alliances are tested and the Galindo family
adopts unconventional methods.

25/09/2018

15:05:00

Mayans M.C.

3
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

25/09/2018

16:05:00

Son of Zorn

3
Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.

25/09/2018

16:30:00

Son of Zorn

4
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

25/09/2018

17:00:00

The Americans

8
Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.

25/09/2018

17:55:00

The Americans

9

Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.
25/09/2018

18:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

25/09/2018

19:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3
When a gruesome discovery is made, the Getty family
fears the worst.

25/09/2018

21:00:00

Trust

6
Eric makes slow progress whilst Munk begins to buckle
under the strain. Meanwhile, a discovery rips the heart
right out of Fortitude and changes the town forever.

25/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

7
A bereft Michael returns home with something of
interest to the scientists while Dr. Khatri gets a step
closer to achieving her goal.

25/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

8
Franklin receives some devastating news. Teddy
attempts to turn a foe into an ally. Lucia and Gustavo
make plans to leave L.A.

25/09/2018

23:40:00

Snowfall

9
Franklin faces the consequences of his actions. Teddy
pulls out all the stops to assist his partners. Lucia must
sacrifice to save Gustavo's life.

26/09/2018

00:35:00

Snowfall

10
Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.

26/09/2018

01:30:00

Son of Zorn

4
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

26/09/2018

02:00:00

Son of Zorn

5
Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.

26/09/2018

02:25:00

The Americans

9

Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.
26/09/2018

03:20:00

The Americans

10
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

26/09/2018

04:15:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3
Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.

26/09/2018

05:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4
Carrie puts a plan in motion. Saul visits a source. Keane
makes a desperate plea.

26/09/2018

06:25:00

Homeland

5
Saul calls an old friend. Wellington has a problem.
Carrie enjoys a win.

26/09/2018

07:20:00

Homeland

6
Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.

26/09/2018

08:20:00

Son of Zorn

4
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

26/09/2018

08:45:00

Son of Zorn

5
Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.

26/09/2018

09:15:00

The Americans

9
Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.

26/09/2018

10:10:00

The Americans

10
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

26/09/2018

11:05:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3

Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.
26/09/2018

12:10:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4
Carrie puts a plan in motion. Saul visits a source. Keane
makes a desperate plea.

26/09/2018

13:15:00

Homeland

5
Saul calls an old friend. Wellington has a problem.
Carrie enjoys a win.

26/09/2018

14:10:00

Homeland

6
Ray's therapy is at odds with Sam's high-stakes power
struggle.

26/09/2018

15:10:00

Ray Donovan

5
Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.

26/09/2018

16:05:00

Son of Zorn

4
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

26/09/2018

16:35:00

Son of Zorn

5
Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.

26/09/2018

17:00:00

The Americans

9
Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.

26/09/2018

17:55:00

The Americans

10
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

26/09/2018

18:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3
Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.

26/09/2018

19:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4

A new threat in Santo Padre presents the Mayans new
obstacles and opportunities.

26/09/2018

21:00:00

Mayans M.C.

4
A bereft Michael returns home with something of
interest to the scientists while Dr. Khatri gets a step
closer to achieving her goal.

26/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

8
Dan faces his toughest battle yet as Michael and Ingrid
venture out in search of justice. Meanwhile, Natalie falls
victim to Fortitude’s latest threat.

26/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

9
Franklin faces the consequences of his actions. Teddy
pulls out all the stops to assist his partners. Lucia must
sacrifice to save Gustavo's life.

26/09/2018

23:40:00

Snowfall

10
A new threat in Santo Padre presents the Mayans new
obstacles and opportunities.

27/09/2018

00:35:00

Mayans M.C.

4
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

27/09/2018

01:35:00

Son of Zorn

5
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

27/09/2018

02:05:00

Son of Zorn

6
Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.

27/09/2018

02:30:00

The Americans

10
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

27/09/2018

03:25:00

The Americans

11
Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.

27/09/2018

04:15:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4

27/09/2018

05:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

5

27/09/2018

06:25:00

Homeland

6

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.
Saul calls an old friend. Wellington has a problem.
Carrie enjoys a win.

Carrie makes a move. Wellington has a reckoning. Saul
expands his operation.

27/09/2018

07:25:00

Homeland

7
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

27/09/2018

08:20:00

Son of Zorn

5
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

27/09/2018

08:45:00

Son of Zorn

6
Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.

27/09/2018

09:10:00

The Americans

10
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

27/09/2018

10:05:00

The Americans

11
Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.

27/09/2018

10:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4

27/09/2018

11:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

5

27/09/2018

13:05:00

Homeland

6

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.
Saul calls an old friend. Wellington has a problem.
Carrie enjoys a win.

Carrie makes a move. Wellington has a reckoning. Saul
expands his operation.

27/09/2018

14:05:00

Homeland

7
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

27/09/2018

15:00:00

Kidding

2
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

27/09/2018

15:35:00

Kidding

3
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

27/09/2018

16:10:00

Son of Zorn

5
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

27/09/2018

16:35:00

Son of Zorn

6
Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.

27/09/2018

17:00:00

The Americans

10
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

27/09/2018

17:55:00

The Americans

11
Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.

27/09/2018

18:45:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4

27/09/2018

19:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

5

27/09/2018

21:00:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

3

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.
Murder House x Coven.

Dan faces his toughest battle yet as Michael and Ingrid
venture out in search of justice. Meanwhile, Natalie falls
victim to Fortitude’s latest threat.
27/09/2018

22:00:00

Fortitude

9
The people of Fortitude take matters into their own
hands. As Dan seeks his own vengeance, is there still a
demon among the herd?

27/09/2018

22:50:00

Fortitude

10
Murder House x Coven.

27/09/2018

23:40:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2
Murder House x Coven.

28/09/2018

00:30:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

3
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

28/09/2018

01:20:00

Son of Zorn

5
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

28/09/2018

01:45:00

Son of Zorn

6
After a pep talk from Linda, Zorn crashes Edie's
Thanksgiving to prove to her mom how much he's
matured. It goes well, until Edie's mom shares her
views on Zephyria.

28/09/2018

02:10:00

Son of Zorn

7
Paige’s snooping leads Philip and Elizabeth to make a
choice that could shift the balance of their lives forever.
Stan and Aderholt’s recruitment of Sofia suddenly bears
fruit.

28/09/2018

02:35:00

The Americans

10
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

28/09/2018

03:30:00

The Americans

11
As Philip and Elizabeth grapple with a momentous
decision, Tuan takes matters into his own hands in the
Morozov operation. Back in Russia, Oleg’s investigation
collides with the realities of the Soviet system.

28/09/2018

04:20:00

The Americans

12

28/09/2018

05:15:00

I'm Dying Up Here

5

28/09/2018

06:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

6

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.
Adam and Ralph get some good news. Goldie calls
Amanda’s bluff. Ron tries to salvage good will from
employers and coworkers. Adam assesses his
relationship with Gloria.
Carrie makes a move. Wellington has a reckoning. Saul
expands his operation.

28/09/2018

07:25:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul interrogate a suspect. Wellington
makes a play.

28/09/2018

08:20:00

Homeland

8
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

28/09/2018

09:15:00

Son of Zorn

5
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

28/09/2018

09:40:00

Son of Zorn

6
After a pep talk from Linda, Zorn crashes Edie's
Thanksgiving to prove to her mom how much he's
matured. It goes well, until Edie's mom shares her
views on Zephyria.

28/09/2018

10:05:00

Son of Zorn

7
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

28/09/2018

10:30:00

The Americans

11
As Philip and Elizabeth grapple with a momentous
decision, Tuan takes matters into his own hands in the
Morozov operation. Back in Russia, Oleg’s investigation
collides with the realities of the Soviet system.

28/09/2018

28/09/2018

11:20:00

12:15:00

The Americans

I'm Dying Up Here

12

5

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.

Adam and Ralph get some good news. Goldie calls
Amanda’s bluff. Ron tries to salvage good will from
employers and coworkers. Adam assesses his
relationship with Gloria.
28/09/2018

13:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

6
Carrie makes a move. Wellington has a reckoning. Saul
expands his operation.

28/09/2018

14:25:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul interrogate a suspect. Wellington
makes a play.

28/09/2018

15:20:00

Homeland

8
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

28/09/2018

16:15:00

Son of Zorn

6
After a pep talk from Linda, Zorn crashes Edie's
Thanksgiving to prove to her mom how much he's
matured. It goes well, until Edie's mom shares her
views on Zephyria.

28/09/2018

16:40:00

Son of Zorn

7
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

28/09/2018

17:05:00

The Americans

11
As Philip and Elizabeth grapple with a momentous
decision, Tuan takes matters into his own hands in the
Morozov operation. Back in Russia, Oleg’s investigation
collides with the realities of the Soviet system.

28/09/2018

17:55:00

The Americans

12

28/09/2018

18:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

5

28/09/2018

19:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

6

28/09/2018

21:00:00

Swedish Dicks

1

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.
Adam and Ralph get some good news. Goldie calls
Amanda’s bluff. Ron tries to salvage good will from
employers and coworkers. Adam assesses his
relationship with Gloria.
Ingmar wants the Dicks to go legit and apply for PI
licenses, but that creates unexpected immigration
trouble for Axel. Meanwhile, Elvis, Robin Hood and
Frankenstein's monster ask them to catch a thief on
Hollywood Boulevard.

When Sarah introduces her yoga class friend, Eve, to
the Dicks, Axel is smitten; but he is trying to keep it
"strictly" professional at least until they solve the case
involving Eve, her mom and a medium.
28/09/2018

21:30:00

Swedish Dicks

2

28/09/2018

22:00:00

Snowfall

1

28/09/2018

23:05:00

Snowfall

2

South Central street entrepreneur Franklin Saint takes a
leap into the cocaine game. Disgruntled CIA officer
Teddy McDonald allies with a Contra soldier. Luchador
wrestler Gustavo "El Oso" Zapata makes inroads with a
Mexican cartel family.
Franklin struggles with the reality of his new enterprise.
Teddy’s distrust of Alejandro escalates. Gustavo
confronts his new partners.

Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.
29/09/2018

00:05:00

Who is America?

4

29/09/2018

00:40:00

Swedish Dicks

1

29/09/2018

01:10:00

Swedish Dicks

2

Ingmar wants the Dicks to go legit and apply for PI
licenses, but that creates unexpected immigration
trouble for Axel. Meanwhile, Elvis, Robin Hood and
Frankenstein's monster ask them to catch a thief on
Hollywood Boulevard.
When Sarah introduces her yoga class friend, Eve, to
the Dicks, Axel is smitten; but he is trying to keep it
"strictly" professional at least until they solve the case
involving Eve, her mom and a medium.
Eric makes slow progress whilst Munk begins to buckle
under the strain. Meanwhile, a discovery rips the heart
right out of Fortitude and changes the town forever.

29/09/2018

01:40:00

Fortitude

7
A bereft Michael returns home with something of
interest to the scientists while Dr. Khatri gets a step
closer to achieving her goal.

29/09/2018

02:30:00

Fortitude

8
A chronicle of the childhood of a post-World War I
leader.

29/09/2018

03:20:00

THE CHILDHOOD
OF A LEADER
When a gruesome discovery is made, the Getty family
fears the worst.

29/09/2018

05:15:00

Trust

6

As Paige becomes even more enmeshed in her
parents’ world, tensions with Matthew Beeman come to
a head, Philip and Elizabeth’s honeytraps take
surprising turns.
29/09/2018

06:15:00

The Americans

7
A secret brings Elizabeth and Paige together, while in
Moscow, Oleg’s own secrets put him under KGB
suspicion. A new twist in the Morozov operation creates
an opportunity that changes everything.

29/09/2018

07:05:00

The Americans

8
Philip and Elizabeth are thrown off balance when things
with Tuan take an unexpected turn. Meanwhile, Henry
makes a startling proposition and Stan has a disturbing
encounter with Frank Gaad’s widow.

29/09/2018

08:00:00

The Americans

9
Carrie has a distressing realization. Saul negotiates.
Keane and Wellington disagree.

29/09/2018

08:55:00

Homeland

3
Carrie follows a lead. Saul’s situation goes from bad to
worse.

29/09/2018

09:50:00

Homeland

4
Carrie puts a plan in motion. Saul visits a source. Keane
makes a desperate plea.

29/09/2018

10:40:00

Homeland

5
As Singles Week gets underway, Jocelyn has her baby.
Patrick takes his relationship with David to the next level.

29/09/2018

11:35:00

Schitt's Creek

12
In a fateful visit to his son Alan, whom he wants to
reconnect with, Zorn decides to stay and get a job at
Orange County.

29/09/2018

12:00:00

Son of Zorn

1
After embarrassing Alan in front of his crush, Nancy,
Zorn uses the Stone of Sight to spy on the girl for his
son.

29/09/2018

12:25:00

Son of Zorn

2
After witnessing someone from the office across the hall
take hot sauce from their break room, Zorn rallies the
rest of his coworkers to wage war—Zephyrian style.

29/09/2018

12:50:00

Son of Zorn

3

Two intersecting love triangles. Obsession and betrayal
set against the music scene in Austin, Texas.

29/09/2018

13:15:00

SONG TO SONG
Goldie looks to expand her comedy empire with the
help of an old friend, while her estranged daughter
Amanda resurfaces. Cassie awaits the premiere of her
comedy special.

29/09/2018

15:20:00

I'm Dying Up Here

1
Goldie contends with her daughter Amanda's vow of
silence and her 'spiritual mentor' Howard. Adam tags
along with Ron to Soul Train and meets the show's
producer.

29/09/2018

16:25:00

I'm Dying Up Here

2
Goldie is rattled by a break in. New comic Dawn Lima
takes the main stage. Edgar and Arnie stumble upon a
risky money-making enterprise. Nick moves in with Bill.

29/09/2018

17:30:00

I'm Dying Up Here

3
Abby starts construction while Ray looks for a solution
to their problem.

29/09/2018

18:35:00

Ray Donovan

4
Ray's therapy is at odds with Sam's high-stakes power
struggle.

29/09/2018

19:30:00

Ray Donovan

5
Jeff, aka Mr. Pickles, a famous children's television
icon, struggles to retain his sanity as his family falls
apart.

29/09/2018

20:25:00

Kidding

3
A chronicle of Max Perkins's time as the book editor at
Scribner, where he oversaw works by Thomas Wolfe,
Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald and others.

29/09/2018

21:00:00

GENIUS
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

29/09/2018

22:45:00

Who is America?

3
Comedian Sacha Baron Cohen explores the diverse
individuals, from the infamous to the unknown across
the political and cultural spectrum, who populate the
unique nation.

29/09/2018

23:20:00

Who is America?

4

A new threat in Santo Padre presents the Mayans new
obstacles and opportunities.

29/09/2018

23:55:00

Mayans M.C.

4
Murder House x Coven.

30/09/2018

00:55:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

2
Murder House x Coven.

30/09/2018

01:45:00

American Horror
Story: Apocalypse

3
A bereft Michael returns home with something of
interest to the scientists while Dr. Khatri gets a step
closer to achieving her goal.

30/09/2018

02:35:00

Fortitude

8
Dan faces his toughest battle yet as Michael and Ingrid
venture out in search of justice. Meanwhile, Natalie falls
victim to Fortitude’s latest threat.

30/09/2018

03:25:00

Fortitude

9
The people of Fortitude take matters into their own
hands. As Dan seeks his own vengeance, is there still a
demon among the herd?

30/09/2018

04:15:00

Fortitude

10
A surprise assignment from the Centre divides Philip
and Elizabeth, forcing them into a moment of profound
crisis. Stan gives Henry a tour of the FBI ‐ but will he
see too much?

30/09/2018

05:05:00

The Americans

11
As Philip and Elizabeth grapple with a momentous
decision, Tuan takes matters into his own hands in the
Morozov operation. Back in Russia, Oleg’s investigation
collides with the realities of the Soviet system.

30/09/2018

05:55:00

The Americans

12
Philip and Elizabeth race against the clock as a life
hangs in the balance, while Stan faces an uncertain
future.

30/09/2018

06:50:00

The Americans

13
Saul calls an old friend. Wellington has a problem.
Carrie enjoys a win.

30/09/2018

07:55:00

Homeland

6

Carrie makes a move. Wellington has a reckoning. Saul
expands his operation.

30/09/2018

08:55:00

Homeland

7
Carrie and Saul interrogate a suspect. Wellington
makes a play.

30/09/2018

09:50:00

Homeland

8
Zorn is desperate to be the cool dad when Alan stays at
his apartment for the weekend—but things take a turn
once Alan's friend, Jeff, comes over.

30/09/2018

10:45:00

Son of Zorn

4
After learning how Zephyria is depicted in the media,
Zorn teaches Alan about his culture. Meanwhile, Edie
wages war against her new neighbors over their talking
garden gnome.

30/09/2018

11:10:00

Son of Zorn

5
Zorn whips out his body double dummy "Meka-Zorn" to
sneak out of work, and wait in line with Alan to buy the
new release in his favorite game series.

30/09/2018

11:35:00

Son of Zorn

6
The U.S. and Isreal unleashed a self-replicating
computer malware Stuxnet to destroy a key part of an
Iranian nuclear facility, but it ultimately spread beyond
the intended target.

30/09/2018

12:00:00

ZERO DAYS
Carrie Pilby is a 19-year old genius, a year out of
Harvard, struggling to make sense of the world as it
relates to morality, relationships, sex and leaving her
apartment.

30/09/2018

14:05:00

CARRIE PILBY
Goldie asks Roy to perform at a telethon, but he and
Eddie skip out to deal with Roy’s financial troubles.
Cassie starts to doubt her relationship with Eddie.

30/09/2018

15:45:00

I'm Dying Up Here

4

30/09/2018

16:50:00

I'm Dying Up Here

5

30/09/2018

17:55:00

I'm Dying Up Here

6

Edgar and Arnie expand their enterprise. Adam runs his
material by Ralph, who takes it to a producer friend.
Ron fosters a new relationship. Bill butts heads with a
desperate Edgar. Nick uses Goldie’s stage as a
confessional with unexpected results.
Adam and Ralph get some good news. Goldie calls
Amanda’s bluff. Ron tries to salvage good will from
employers and coworkers. Adam assesses his
relationship with Gloria.

When a gruesome discovery is made, the Getty family
fears the worst.

30/09/2018

19:00:00

Trust

6
A new threat in Santo Padre presents the Mayans new
obstacles and opportunities.

30/09/2018

20:00:00

Mayans M.C.

4
A retired businesswoman decides to write her own
obituary and a young journalist takes up the task of
finding out the truth.

30/09/2018

21:00:00

THE LAST WORD
Set in the 1930s, follow a Bronx native as he moves to
Hollywood, falls in love, and back to New York, where
he swept up in the high society nightclub life.

30/09/2018

22:50:00

CAFE SOCIETY

